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A bstract
Studies of visual word recognition have focused on several characteristics of words, or words 
relative to  o ther words. N otable among these characteristics are (a) orthographic - the  appearance 
of the w ritten  form  of a word, (b) phonological - the  sound of a  word in its spoken form, and (c) 
sem antic - the  relative position of a word w ith respect to  o ther words in either w ritten  or spoken 
form. We will be focusing exclusively on sem antic characteristics.
W ith in  the  area of semantics, object based sem antic m easurem ents are taken after first m anually 
grouping words into categories. On the  o ther hand, language based sem antic m easurem ents are taken 
by using sta tistica l p roperties of the  sem antics of words grouped according to  usage, for example, 
in books. This is the  p a th  th a t will be taken here.
Consider th e  following sentence: T he quick brown fox jum ped over th e  lazy dog. Look a t the  
word “fox” and its surrounding words, e.g. quick, brown, jum ped. If the words th a t appear around 
“fox” do so often, relatively speaking, then  we would like num erical values (called closeness) to  be 
assigned to  them  th a t are larger th an  those values assigned to  words th a t appear around “fox” less 
often. B u t how do we assign such a value?
Ideally we would like to  examine all the  words th a t appear before “fox” and all the words th a t 
appear after “fox” each tim e “fox” appears. We consider exam ining every surrounding word for each 
word in each sam ple we use as being infeasible because the  am ount of com putation involved and 
d a ta  generated would be too great. Furtherm ore, to  consider all the  words before and all the  words 
after is deemed to  be unnecessary. This is because we assume th a t  words th a t appear before, bu t far 
away, from “fox” will be minimally (or not a t all) im pacted by the  presence of “fox.” So it becomes 
necessary to  define an interval (i.e. the  num ber of surrounding words th a t will be examined) around 
“fox” which contains all of the  words th a t  we will consider. We will later suggest, and then  justify, 
a  choice for th e  window size.
A fter assigning a value of closeness for each pair of words we will have a vector of closeness values 
for each word. From  these vectors we can calculate a value (which we call local co-occurrence) for each 
word by adding th e  elements in its closeness vector. Two different m ethods of measuring closeness, 
and hence local co-occurrence, will be presented. The m otivation in constructing these m easures 
is to  find a s ta tis tic  th a t will correlate well w ith reaction tim es observed in lexical decision tests, 
independent of the  frequency with which words appear. This will also provide some justification for 
our choice of th e  interval size.
A lthough words like “fox” and “jum ped” may have a high closeness value, they should not have 
a high global co-occurrence value. Words th a t globally co-occur should be sim ilar to each o ther and 
appear in the same context. For example, the  word “leap t” could replace the  word “jum ped” in 
the example sentence considered above. We expect th a t such a word pair will have a large global 
co-occurrence value.
iii
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Using the  results from th e  local co-occurrence experim ents, we will choose a suitable window 
size, and base our global co-occurrence calculations on th a t window size. W hen we define global 
co-occurrence, we will do so in term s of word pairs, and then  show th a t, w ith this definition, global 
co-occurrence is related to  reaction tim es (independent of the  frequency w ith which words occur). 
Some samples of th e  word lists showing the  global co-occurrence of word pairs appear in the  appendix.
iv
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1 In trod u ction
How does a person rem em ber all the  words th a t they  know, how are all the words associated w ith  
each other, how strong is th e  association between words, and how does all th is relate to  the  speed 
w ith which a person is able to  recall or recognize words? People naturally  th ink  of some words as 
being “related" to  others. For example, if you ask several people the  first word th a t conies to  mind 
when they  hear the  word cat, common replies may include dog and whisker. We  will be quantifying 
how closely each word is related to  each other word by exam ining a large corpus of text.
As sta ted  in [1] “M odels of visual word recognition describe th e  processes by which orthographic, 
phonological, and sem antic inform ation is stored and activated during single-word reading.” W ords 
are considered to  be orthographic neighbours [2] if they  differ in only a single letter. For example, rat, 
cot,, and cap are orthographic neighbours of cat. Similarly, words are considered to  be phonological 
[3] neighbours if they  differ in a single phoneme (e.g. thought and not).  There are m any studies 
linking phonological and orthographic neighbours w ith lexical decision (orthographic: [4] [5] [6] [7], 
phonological:[8] [9] [10]). In  th is thesis we will show a link between semantic neighbours and lexical 
decision. These links could possibly be used (in conjunction w ith, say, inform ation about orthography 
and sound) to, for example, predict a person's response tim e to  a lexical decision task  (for example, 
briefly flash a “word” to  the  test subject, and the  subject m ust indicate as quickly as possible 
w hether it was a word or non-word), or give accurate guesses for missing words in sentences.
Models of sem antics are categorized as either, (1) object-based or (2) language-based. O bject 
based models consider words (for example, cat and dog) to  be close based th a t the objects they refer 
to  posses (e.g. a dog (the object) has four legs(the feature(s))) or the  categories they fall into (e.g. a 
dog is, or can be, a pet). On the o ther hand, language based views rely on “statistical co-occurrence 
properties in some m easurable dom ain” [1], An advantage of the  language-based model of semantics 
over the  object-based model is th a t no hum an decisions are required to  choose categories or features. 
It, is the la tte r model th a t will be adopted for the purposes of th is study. We will examine a large 
am ount of w ritten  tex t from around 7300 works of literature, consisting of over 267,000,000 words, 
taking up about 1.5 GB of storage space on a com puter, and we will keep track the num ber of tim es 
th a t words appear, the words th a t appear near them , how near, and how often.
There have been various techniques proposed for quantifying semantics.
1. Association Norms [11]: A group of test subjects is asked to  say the first word th a t comes to  
mind when given a word of interest by the experim enters. Then the num ber of nonidiosyncratie 
responses are counted.
2. HAL model [12]: C alculate the Euclidean distance betw een a vector representing the target 
word and a vector representing the comparison word for each pair of words. Then observe a 
specific num ber of the  closest words to  each target. The vectors are constructed by record-
1
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ing words w itliiu each interval as “co-occurring w ith a strength  inversely proportional to  the  
num ber of o ther words separating  them  w ithin th e  interval.” T hen calculate, for example, the 
distance to  the  10th furthest word.
3. Neighborhood Density [1]: “The m ean distance from the target word of its 10 nearest neigh­
bours,” using the same type of vectors as the  HAL model.
W hen using association norm s all words found to  have any relationship to  the target word are
included in th e  count. Using the  HAL m odel or the aforementioned neighborhood density measure, 
an a rb itrary  cutoff point is selected which determ ines how many words will be included, and how 
m any will be ignored. In th is study, ra th e r than  ju s t choosing an a rb itra ry  cutoff point, we will 
choose one based on the results obtained using different cutoff points.
The focus of this paper is on the  development of two different m ethods of m easuring word
association based on semantics, and to  show th a t these have some relation to  reaction tim es observed 
in lexical decision tests independent of the  frequency wdtli which words occur. At the same tim e 
th is should provide some evidence as to  the  interval size th a t should be used. This inform ation 
about sem antic interval size will th en  be used when defining global co-occurrence. This m easure will 
also be shown to  be related to  reaction tim es (also independent of the  frequency with which words 
occur).
The following are techniques th a t have been used to  measure global co-occurrence (word simi­
larity).
1. HAL Model[12]: Create a m atrix  w ith  rows that, represent th e  words under consideration, and 
with twice as many columns as rows, two columns for each word. For each word in a sample 
of text (the target word), locate the  row for th a t word in the  m atrix , and add a weight to 
the columns for each of the  words near the  ta rge t. In order to  be considered near the  target 
word, a word must be w ithin ten  words of the  target. For exam ple if “brown” is found right 
before “fox” (and if. say, “fox” is th e  target word) then add a  weight to  the “brown” column 
and “fox” row' entry of the  m atrix. There are two “brown” columns, so one wall correspond 
to  times when “brown occurs before “fox” and th e  other for when “brown" occurs after “fox.” 
The num ber to  be added is based on how near a w'ord is to the  target. A djacent w'ords wall have 
ten  added (i.e. a weight o f te n  is given to  them ), whereas a word two words away will only have 
nine added. Once the m atrix  is constructed, the  row's are normalized, and all columns except 
the  k  columns w ith th e  highest variance are removed in order to  simplify fu rther analysis. 
Word sim ilarity is determ ined by row sim ilarity (computed using some distance m etric, e.g. 
Euclidean).
2. Latent Sem antic Analysis (LSA) [13]: Create a m atrix  w ith “rows representing un ita ry  event 
types and columns representing contexts in which instances of th e  event types appear.” For
2
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example, eaeli row represents a word, and each column represents a block of tex t, say, a 
paragraph, w here each cell contains the num ber of tim es th a t word appears in th a t paragraph. 
Then, normalize the  rows of the  m atrix , and calculate the Singular Value Decomposition of 
the  resulting m atrix , and use only the  vectors corresponding to  the  (say 300) most im portant 
dimensions. W ord sim ilarity is then  com puted using a distance m etric 011 the  resulting vectors.
3. Correlated Occurrence Analog to  Lexical Semantic (COALS) [14]: This m ethod also creates a 
m atrix, sim ilar to  th a t created for HAL, except the  before/after distinction is ignored, and 
a smaller word window is used (4 words on either side, ra ther than  10, and weighted 4,3,2,1 
ra ther than  10,9,...,2,1, although it is claimed setting  all the  weights (flat window) equal works 
just as well). This m ethod also reduces the  num ber of columns to  work w ith by discarding 
columns representing words of low frequency, which they claim are noisier (in a sta tistical 
sense) because of the small num ber of samples. “In order to  reduce the  undue influence of 
high frequency neighbors, the  COALS m ethod employs a norm alization strategy th a t largely 
factors out lexical frequency.” C orrelation is used for norm alization. The sim ilarity between 
two vectors (which represent words) is based 011 correlation as well.
4. W ordNet-based Models: “English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into 
synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept. Different relations link the 
synonym sets,” [15] such as synonym, hypernyrn (e.g. fox is a kind of...), hyponym (e.g. ... is 
a kind of fox). W ordNet is not a sim ilarity m easure by itself, but various measures have been 
based on W ordNet. These m easures usually involve some function of (a) “the num ber of is-a 
edges (hypernyrn, hyponym, or troponym ) in the  shortest pa th  between nodes” [14], or (b) a 
lexical frequency ra tio .1 A disadvantage of W ordNet is th a t it must be constructed by hand, 
although, th is allows it to  be able to  distinguish between different word senses, which cannot 
be done by com puter based d a ta  collection m ethods.
5. Roget’s Thesaurus Model[16]: R oget's Thesaurus is organized as a taxonom y (classes contain 
sections which contain ... which contain paragraphs which contain semicolon groups). “The 
similarity between two concepts is simply determ ined by the  level of the lowest common subtree 
th a t contains bo th  concepts.” [14]
The last two are tailored to  specific da ta  sets which cannot be chosen by the experim enter, and 
they are difficult to  apply to  any other da ta  set (e.g. another language), requiring many hours of 
labour by skilled workers (i.e. this process is far from autom ated). The first three can bo applied to 
ainT set of text in any language w ith little modification (the experim enter m ust only choose a word set 
to  work with), after th a t the process is m ostly com puterized. I11 addition. LSA is less scalable than
1 The lexical frequency of concept c, denoted  p(c) is defined as p(c) =  1 ' )(/ ; i . where N  is th e  to ta l num ber of nouns
observed in a  sample. f r e q ( c ) =  £»eu"ord*(c) count  (n),  where words(c)  is th e  set of words subsum ed by concept c.
3
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the  others because of tlie way in which data  is grouped into sets based on tex t samples, so the more 
samples used, the  larger the  m atrix  becomes. Also, COALS throw s away syntactical information. 
None of the models produce satisfactory lists, and none of them  measure word association.
W hen we com pute word similarity, we will be using a m ethod sim ilar to  COALS. A transform ation 
will be used on the vectors to  reduce the  influence of high frequency words, a six word (flat) window 
will be used (simply because it was the  first th ing  we tried), and no columns will be discarded before 
com puting word similarity, which will determ ined by the cosine of the  angle between the  vectors.
A general description is given in the following section. In section 3 general variables used to  
describe the problem will be introduced, along w ith examples to  illustrate their meaning. Section 
4 describes in detail the  two approaches to  m easuring local co-occurrence, w ith the experim ental 
results following in section 5. Section 6 presents a measure of global co-occurrence along w ith the  
results obtained.
2 D escrip tion
The m ethods employed in this paper all rely on com puter d a ta  collection. M any text samples 
are collected and a com puter is used to  scan through them . For each word x  it counts the num ber 
of times each other word y occurs in an interval around x  (within 15 words on either side of word 
x).  The count for word y  will also be weighted based on how close it is to  word x. So, words th a t 
appear one word before word x  will receive a fixed weight, words th a t appear two words before will 
receive another (possibly different) weight, similarly for words after word x. These weights will be 
the same for each word x.
A straight line of best fit is calculated for a set of reaction tim es vs the  log of frequency data . 
The frequency inform ation is obtained from the  text samples and the  reaction tim e d a ta  is obtained 
from [17] (an overview of the  reaction tim e experim ent appears in A ppendix III). From the line of 
best fit we determ ine the residual values, i.e. th e  difference: between the experim entally determ ined 
reaction times and the line of best fit. The weights are then chosen so as to  maximize the correlation 
between the residuals and the  sum of the  weights multiplied by the  counts. The purpose of using 
the residuals is to find a correlation over and above th a t predicted by frequency.
Using the weights and the  frequencies we will be quantifying local co-occurrence, neighbourhood 
size, and global co-occurrence. Local co-occurrence will be determ ined from the  sum of the weights 
multiplied by the counts and adjusted for frequency, w ith high frequency words m ade to  have less 
impact on the results (i.e. we do not want high frequency words to  be the  closest neighbours). 
After determ ining the  local co-occurrence values, each word will have a num ber w ith respect to  each 
other word. The neighbourhood size for word x  will be based on how m any words have a local 
co-occurrence above a fixed value w ith respect word x. Global co-occurrence between two words will 
be based on the cosine of the  angle between the  vectors representing the  two words.
4
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3 D efin itions, N o ta tio n
Let Tj represent a single w ritten  work of literature (in English). W hen analyzing the words in T, for 
sem antic inform ation we will ignore case, periods, commas, quotation  m arks, paragraph separations, 
etc. The only break points taken into account are those between T ’s. Note th a t th is is only the 
approach we have chosen to  take, and there are o ther possibilities. For example, in [13] the  authors 
break up text into groups “roughly the  size of a ra ther large paragraph’" (m ean length of 151 words), 
whereas we have some groups consisting of entire books (e.g., books used from Project Gutenberg 
[18]).
Consider the  ordered set of words given by
W  = { w i ,..., w!W/|}
and an ordered list of words
t  =  Ti U  t 2 U  -  U T«-! U  T «  = )
(the ti s need not be distinct) where |T | > >  \W\,  and | • | denotes the  length of a list or cardinality 
of a set, as is appropriate to  the  context. H ereafter it will be assumed th a t if a word L appears in 
T,  then  i f is also in W ,  i.e. t, G T  => t, G W .  Note th a t th is does not rule out the  possibility 
th a t 3i, w ith 1 <  i < \W\,  such th a t Vj uy ^  tj .  T h a t is, each word in the  list T  can be found in 
the  set W ,  but not all words in W  are necessarily found in T.  However, when we refer to  a word 
Wi, it is assumed (without loss of generality) th a t uy =  t j  for some j .
E xa m p le  1: T hroughout th is section we will assume there is only one Tj, and it consists of
the  following text.
A big black beetle bit a big black bug.
E xam p le  2: Using the sentence in example 1 we see th a t
T  = T\
=  (U -.-U o)
=  (A, B I G ,  B L A C K ,  B E E T L E ,  B I T .  A, B I G ,  B L A C K , B U G )
= y  Tj =  9, W  = {A,  B E E T L E ,  B I G ,  B I T ,  B L A C K .  B U G ) ,  and |IU| =  G.
In the  next definition we define the  global frequency of a word in TU as the  to ta l num ber of tim es it 
appears in T.
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D e f in it io n  1: Lot : Ti' — ► {0 ,1 .2 ,...}  be a function th a t gives the global frequency in T  of 
each word «>.,■ in Ti', i.e.
fg{wi) = {/c | t-k = w j j-
E x a m p le  3: Using the  sentence in exam ple 1 we see th a t
f M )  =  2
f g( B E E T L E )  =  1 
f g( B I G ) =  2 
M B I T )  =  1 
f g ( B L A C K )  =  2 
M B U G )  = 1
We now define the  concepts of interval and neighbour. The definition is such th a t each interval
is wholly contained in a single work Tj.  This accounts for the definitions of I* and u*. In general
term s, the  interval of tj is a set of words occurring before and after tj,  provided they are in the  same 
tex t Tj .
D e f in it io n  2: Consider a particu lar w ritten work Tt , and choose u. l  £ {0 ,1 ,2 ,...}  to  define
the  upper and lower bounds of the interval
I{ “  (ti — /* , — 1, C + l , )
I* =  m in{/, i — m in{j | t j  € Tt }} and u* = m in{« ,m ax{ j | t j  £ Tt } — i}. Any word t j  £ T  is a 
neighbour of t, £ T  if tj  appears in the  interval I,.
E x a m p le  4: Using the sentence of example 1 w ith I =  2, and u =  2. we get
L  =  (t2. t 3) = ( B I G ,  B L A C K )  
h  = 4) =  (A. B L A C K ,  B E E T L E )
I 3 = ( t i , h , t 4, t 5) = (A, B I G ,  B E E T L E ,  B I T )
Li = (t‘2: t s ,h , t ( j )  = ( B I G ,  B L A C K ,  B I T ,  A)  
h  =  { h M M A r )  = { B L A C K ,  B E E T L E ,  A.  B I G )  
h  = {tA, t b. t - , t s )  = (B E E T L E , B I T ,  B I G ,  B L A C K )  
h  = (t5,t(j , ts , t a) = { B IT ,  A,  B L A C K ,  B UG)  
h  = {U -h , to )  = (A, B I G ,  B UG)
6
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=  (t7, t H) = (DIG,  B L A C K )
Note that, these are ordered lists. So. given these lists, it can be determ ined in which locations, 
and how m any tim es (duplicates many show up) each word appeared around each other word in the  
interval. As a result, we can (but have no reason to) recover the  original sample tex t given its set 
set of intervals.
We now define local frequency of word uy w ith respect to  Wj as the  num ber of times Wj appears in 
any interval around uy.
D efin itio n  3: Let /) : W  x W  — ► { 0 , 1 , 2 , ...} be the  function given by
f i (wi ,Wj)  = \{m \(w7 = t.m ) A (t,rn e  Ik)  A (tk = w , ) } \
for some k,  where A denotes logical AND. This function gives the local frequency of uy <E W  w ith  
respect to  Wj A W  1 <  i , j  < |TU|, i.e., f i ( w i , w j )  represents the  to ta l num ber of tim es th a t the 
word uy- appears in all intervals of uy. N ote th a t this definition also says th a t (a) if uy is not in any 
Ik centered around Wj then  f )(wi ,Wj)  =  0, and (b) if the  interval being used is symmetric (I = u) 
then fi  is also symmetric.
E x a m p le  5: From example 4, we find th a t
f l ( row,  column) A BEETLE BIG B IT BLACK BUG
A 0 1 2 1 2 0
BEETLE 1 0 1 1 1 0
BIG 2 1 0 1 2 1
BIT 1 1 1 0 1 1
BLACK 2 1 2 1 0 1
BUG 0 0 1 1 1 0
Table 1
In this particular case /(u y , uy) =  0 for each wy, although this need not be the case. It is quite 
possible th a t a word wy will appear in an interval around w,.
We now define word neighbourhoods. The neighbourhood of a word is the  set th a t contains the  
words in all intervals of th a t word.
D efin itio n  4: The neighbourhood N Wj of the  word uy is
Nw, = {tj  ! t j  e  h  a  tk = «y)
7
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for some1 k.
E x a m p le  6: Using the sentence of exam ple 1 and the intervals of example 4 we have the neigh­
bourhoods
N a  = { B E E T L E ,  B I G ,  B I T ,  B L A C K }
N B1G = {A,  B E E T L E ,  B I T ,  B L A C K ,  B U G }
N b l a c k  = {A,  B E E T L E ,  B I G ,  B I T ,  B U G }
N b e e t l e  = {A,  B I G ,  B I T ,  B L A C K }
K b i t  = {A,  B E E T L E ,  B I G ,  B L A C K }
N bug  =  { B I G ,  B L A C K }
Note th a t these are simply sets of words, not ordered lists (they have been put in alphabetical 
order, although this need not be the  case, and it does affect any results), so duplicates never appear, 
and (unlike intervals) these sets do not give enough inform ation to  construct the  original sample.
The next step towards our definition of a sem antic measure is to  define the  power of the  rela­
tionship between two words. To do this, we first assign weights, o j ,..., an,0\ ,.... 0 U € R  (to be 
determ ined la ter),to  each element, of
D e f in itio n  5: The power of uy- w ith respect to  w, is given by
i I T —m
P ( W i , V > j )  =  X ! 0 ' " 1 H  t f ( t „ 2 =  Wi  A t n , +n3 = W j  A  t „ 3 €  / „ , + n 2 )
nj =  l 71-2 = 1
\T  I
+  ^  ( - i t  ^  '  4 (Ai  j — 7/ ; — c y  A f , , ,  — w , A i n , G b ,  _ -  n  )
711 =  1 7 1 2 = 7 7 1 + 1
, . f 1 if + is true
w hen' d{x) = < ... . f  ,v 7 [ O f f  x  is false
The q ’s are the  weights corresponding to  the  words before uy , and the  d's  arc1 the1 weights cor­
responding to  the words after uy in the  interval The weights will rem ain unspecified, for now. 
A m ethod will be presented later by which the weights will be determ ined.
Note th a t definition 5 implies th a t
•  if the param eters u, I, n \ ,..., cp and 0 \ ..... /?„ are chosen so th a t u = I and a , =  /3, for 1 < i <  I 
(= u ), then  p  is sym m etric, i.e., p(u+. uy) =  p(wj.Wi) .
•  if 7 =  «+ =  ••• =  «/. =  0 i = ■■■ =  0 u th en  p ( w , , w :l) = y J T  f i (w, ,  uy)
8
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T he following example may help clear tilings up. 
E x a m p le  7: Let / =  2, u = 3, then
p (r ow , colu mn ) A BEETLE BIG B IT BLACK BUG
A 0 ,62 2 a , Pi 2 « 2 0
BEETLE Clo 0 p 2 Q-, Pi 0
BIG 2/3, 0  2 j j3:i 0 P2 2o, Ct'2
B IT ai Pi 0*2 4“ Ps 0 p 2 0
BLACK 2/?2 Ol 2/3, 0-2 +  P'S 0 «1
BUG fh 0 P2 0 Pi 0
T able 2
4 Local C o-O ccurrence
We will assign a value (called local co-occurrence) to  each word, but first, we define another value, 
upon which local co-occurrence will be based.
D efin itio n  6: The closeness of Wj w ith  respect to  wy is defined in two ways (denoted C 1 and C 2,
or ju st by C  when referring to  either) as follows
C 1(wi,Wj) =
C 2{wi, Wj) =  p(w, ,w.j)e (LT'TA-)
where c is the  constant given by the  [_.01(|lT|)j’th  largest element of the  set { /s (wy)}. This partic­
ular (and subjective) choice of c is designed to  reduce the effects of very high frequency words (e.g. 
THE,  or A).An exam ple of a word pair th a t would be expected to  have a relatively large value of C  
is CAR. and D R I V E  (i.e., C ( C A R ,  D R I V E )  would be expected to  be1 large).
We will always have 0 <  e-UA*'*)/c) <  l. The value chosen for c ensures th a t for m ost words
(wi/e) K  and hence has little  effect on C.  For words w, (such as TH E  and .4) th a t have very
large (on a relative basis) values of ,/9 (uy), then  e-CM w*)/c) & (), which effectively excludes these 
words from being close neighbours of any other word (in spite of them  possibly having large values 
of p and fi  w ith respect to  W j ) .
Note th a t we may w rite
A h .  . R ,  _L_ 4-  n l + u r.tj yuC ( uj, ,  w j )  — a ^ C i jQ i  +  ... +  a ^ C i j a i  +  Cjjffi +  ... +  Ue,7/3U
where a)) (1 <  k < I) are the coefficients of ag in p(wj ,Wj) .  Oy (1 +  1 < k < l + u ) are the  coefficient 
of flk-i  in p(wi ,Wj) ,  and crj = y - — k - . — r for C 1 and c,.- =  e-U«(*’i)/c) for ( j 2 j €
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C(w, ,Wj)  is a linear function of the n-’s and d ’s. It is convenient to  express all the closeness values 
for a single word ity in vector form:
C{W] , Wj)
c 3 =
D e fin it io n  7: The local co-occurrence of the  word uy  is given by 
|VV|
L ( w j ) =  ^  C ( w j . W j )  =  +  ... +  a ^ c ^ a u  +  +  ... + 3U
i= 1 i i i i
which is still a linear function of the a ’s and /?’s, ju s t as the C (w ,,u ’7) ’s are. W hen C 1 is used, 
this the calculation of local co-occurrence shall be called m ethod 1, and when C 2 is used it shall be 
called m ethod 2.
W hat rem ains is to  determ ine the values of the  param eters. We will choose them  in such a way as 
to  maximize the  correlation w ith experim ental results from a linguistic test.
Suppose th a t there are r/ words, given by w \ , u>2 , ..., w v , (with W  =  { u q ,... ,w ?)} C  W )  and th a t 
a certain  linguistic test defines a map M  : W  — > R, and hence also orders the  w , ’s. As an example 
(the one which we will now consider) we will let be the tim e required to  recognize Wj as a
word. Actually, we will use somewhat modified values for each A4{wj), constructed as follows from 
a list of reaction tim es to  words on a lexical decision te s t [17] and a list, of frequencies of those same 
words obtained from tex t samples.
1. F ind a and b th a t make the line of the form reactiontim.e =  a lo g ( l  +  f requency) + b a 
best fit (in the  least squares sense) to  the reaction tim es observed. In other words, find the  
best fitting straigh t line to  the set of ordered pairs consisting of all the  data points (log(l +  
f g(w,)), reaction t i m e  f o r  wf)
Let X  be a m atrix  whose first column has its i th row equal to  log(l +  f g(wj )), and whose 
second column consists entirely of ones. Let, Y  be a column vector whose entries are the 
experim entally determ ined reaction times, w ith  the reaction tim e for Wj being in row i. The 
set, of equations produced from step  1 can then  be w ritten  as
1' =  X
and the solution for a and b can be w ritten  as
=  ( X t X ) - 1X t Y
10
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2. S ubtract each predicted value of y from its observed reaction tim e (obtained through experi­
ment.) to  give a list of residual values. T h a t is. M ( W i )  =  (reaction t im e  f o r  w.,) — (a* log(l +
. f g ( w i ) )  + b * )
Using th is solution in step 2 will give the list of residual values which will serve as our M(>V,)'s. We 
are using only th e  residuals because we wish to  find a relationship over and above th a t explained by 
the  frequency.
A t th is point we would like to  determ ine th e  param eters (which were introduced in definition 5, 
but left undeterm ined) u, I, and / A i n  such a way th a t maximizes the correlation
between
- M ( Wl) ‘ '  L ( Wl) -
M { W )  = and L ( W )  =
_ M ( w n) _ L ( w v )
T h at is
where
m ax p =
C O V ( M ( W ) ,  L ( W ) )
(7M ( W ) a L ( W )
( 1)
C O V ( M ( W ) , L ( W )) — -  p,AI(W))(L(wj) -  p iyw) )
 ̂ 7 =  1
is the covariance of M ( W )  and L ( W ) .  Also, Pm (W) an(t  hLfW) are the means, and cjw(W) and 
a L{w) are the standard  deviations, of M ( W )  and L ( W ) ,  i.e.
t>'M(W) = ~  T .  t-‘ L ( W )  — ~  X^ -k(u’»)
V j ! I ,
°M (W ) =  ^ / ~  ~  (W) ) 2 7 TL(W ) =  ^ / ~  T . ( L ( W i ) -  P 'L(W) ) 2
So, if we let x T =  (q i, ...,cq,/3i, . . . ,0U), then  the  task  is to  maximize p as a function of x,  for which 
it would be convenient to have; a simple expression for p(x).  Working toward this aim, we s ta rt w ith
L (wj)  = ( X X b c’.v> i +  +  ( X X b  % ') & '
So then
hL(W) J2  ̂ X X - 'A ''1; + + E 4 T
~ z (X] X] a»V’b)qi + ••• + (X! X!°v “(:'j^ uV -1 \  k i k I /
Noting th a t are predeterm ined constants, we let m*. =  M («?*) — /U/(W) to  get
11
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C O V ( M ( W ) , L ( W ) )  =  I  ) “  l H , {W) ) ( L [ w k ) -  flL
( W ) >
{J2 a lic'u)ni + ••• +  C}2 ay " c , j ) p u ) -  -  ( ( E E 0^ ) " 1 +  ••• +  ( E E 4 T ' cp ) /a





(EEcE- : ( E E ^ )  W + - + (E4TcE- -(EE4 “̂ ) &
A' i






Ql +  . . .
£ EV « £ % ■ ) Puk —1 \  i h i  /
Now, starting  on th e  denom inator of equation 1, w ith  <Jl (W) we have
°l(W ) — \





where A is the sym m etric m atrix  given by
(EaW) - -■ E E : Ui + - + :E ,; • rl + u c . . )  j  c u )
k i
A  =
y\ y m  s/12/3





w ith ym =  ( E ,  ( ^ . 7) ~  i^(Efc E ,  < jC u)-
P u ttin g  these together gives an expression of the  form
C O V ( M ( W ) , L ( W ) )
p(x)
M(W)\J t1x T -Ax  
£ — C 0 V ( M ( W ) X ( W ) )aM(W)
cT x  
\J:rT A x
Now. w ith this expression for p, we can determ ine the  values of the  param eters th a t maximize 
p (for more detail on this problem see A ppendix I). The values thus obtained will be specific to  the 
experim ental values used, and so a different test, resulting in different values, will likely result in 
different values of the  param eters. If one wishes to  use a different test, the  same expression for p
12
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can be used, but the param eters will have to  be chosen again. After determ ining the param eters we 
will have the local co-occurrence num ber L ( w , ) for each word w,.
A single constant T e  K is chosen, and a tally  is taken of the num ber of words w ith C  values 
greater th an  T for each word in W to  give a measure th a t will be called the  T-neighbourhooc] size 
for each word.
D efin itio n  8: The F-neighborhood size of a word Wj is
w
The T-Neighbourhood size tallies m ight then , for example, be used to  predict values of M(ujj)  when 
Wj. 6 TT\ W  by, for example, determ ining a line of best fit for reaction tim es vs the  T-Neighbourhood 
size, and then interpolating or ex trapolating  as necessary to  estim ate unknown reaction times.
5 E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
Over 7300 works of lite ra tu re  were used as samples (each one corresponding to  some T.,). A bout 
4000 of these were taken from the BNC [19], comprising over 500 MB, w ith an average size of about 
137 I\B . The rest were obtained from Pro jec t G utenberg [18], or miscellaneous other places, and end 
up being almost 1 GB in size, w ith an  average size of about 300 KB. A dictionary of 63,941 source 
words was used as the  set W. Using th is dictionary to  define w hat would be considered a word, 
it was found th a t these samples together contained over 267,000,000 words. Results from reaction 
tim e experim ents, which included 2845 words from TIT were used to define the  map M .  A com puter 
program  was w ritten in C + +  for Mac OS X to carry out the task  of collecting d a ta  from these 
samples (i.e. determ ine all of the word frequencies as well as p(wj .Wj)  as a  function of a  and [3 for 
each i and j ) .  This program  takes advantage of the  PO O C H  [20] software, which helps to  coordinate
the work of multiple com puters. The task  of determ ining the  optim al values of o i  rv/,/3i.......[3V
was accomplished using the  solver m acros in Microsoft Excel. Taking these values from Excel, we 
could then  calculate each C(w,j, w,j) and L(wt).
After the information lias been obtained from the  text (i.e. the coefficients of the a ’s and / f s  in 
each p(wi ,Wj)  have been determ ined), then  the coefficients of the o's and i'3's in each C(w, ,Wj)  are
where u(-) is the unit step function, i.e.
5.1 M ethod  1
13
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easily com puted, and an expression for p(x)  can be found by using these' coefficients to  calculate the 
elements of the  vector c and the  m atrix  A.  After determ ining the  x  th a t maximizes p(x)  we calculate 
each of th e  C(wj ,Wj )  values (which are functions of x).  By counting the num ber of elements of C\ 
for each word w, th a t are greater th an  the constant T we will have each w ord’s T-neighbourhood size.
In choosing the param eters it will be assumed th a t I = u = 15, which means we are using a 30 
word window (in [1 2 ], a window size of 10 or fewer words is used). Our window' size was decided 
upon by assuming th a t words beyond fifteen words away will be insignificant, and th a t, upon finding 
the optim al values of the  o ther param eters, we will be able to  determ ine which other w'ords (if any) 
are also insignificant. This is because if, for example, only the  first fourteen words on either side are 
significant, th en  th e  optim al value(s) of x  will give Q15 =  0  m =  0 .
After carrying out the  necessary com putation, it was determ ined th a t
Oil 17.42908745 ' 01 " 24.35235716
Ot'2 -11.32637465 02 31.14343518
a 3 -33.15189903 03 27.65515004
(X4 37.36481513 04 -18.57146082
«5 6.031444417 05 -14.80861182
a  e 39.34506254 06 -1.574228528
a 7 -36.51904446 07 -28.92230131
ag = -11.5102403 and 08 = -15.57356624
-4.949105279 09 —30.21485976
«  10 57.46314038 010 10.9432459
Q'11 -104.6031207 011 13.97100275
Ot-12 5.64162043 012 -17.18820699
Oils -8.650189509 013 47.28080664
Q'14 -8.909753282 0\4 44.56463129
.  Q15 6.517455919 .  0 ^  . 22.28669748
resulting in a correlation of p =  0.174.
Sample values used for gam m a are listed below' along w ith the  corresponding correlations obtained 
between the T-neighbourhood sizes resulting from  using those values of T, and the residual reaction 
times (Al(wj)).  N ote th a t the  graph below' has a logarithm ic scale 011 the  horizontal axis.
14
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Gam m a
From these num bers it can be seen th a t choosing T ~  .00002 to  define the boundary of word 
neighborhoods will approxim ate the  best correlation. This value of T  defines where a neighborhood 
ends, i.e., words inside this boundary arc close, or w ithin the  neighbourhood, and words outside- are; 
not.
E x a m p le  8: Suppose th a t we have a particular Cj  and we arrange its entries in descending num erical
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th en  the  words corresponding to  the  first four values will be inside the  boundary, while the  fifth 
word, corresponding to  the last value, word will be excluded.
If we plot the num ber of words found above each sam ple value used for T against the T values 
them selves for the  word “FOX” we get the  graph below. Note th a t the  graph has a  logarithm ic scale 
ou the  horizontal axis. Also, the neighbourhood boundary  (the value of T  which was determ ined 
to  be optim al) is m arked, and to  its left we see w hat might be described as an area where the  
neighbourhood around fox begins to  merge w ith neighbourhoods of surrounding words.
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The practice of assigning negative weights to any words may be of questionable intuitive appeal to 
some, and so the a 's  and /3’s were com puted again, th is tim e requiring th a t they all be non-negative. 
In addition, the following results, obtained from th is new calculation, appear to confirm the validity  
of the  earlier assum ption th a t taking into consideration fifteen words on either side is sufficient in
16
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th a t a,  =  0 for i >  7 and /?, =  0 for i > 14.
a -1 ' 39.18489441 ' 01 " 39.56780419 '
a 2 0 02 130.1400599
a 3 0 03 0
a 4 0 04 0
C*5 0 03 0
a 6 35.4G83291G 06 0
a 7 0 07 0
a-s = 0 and 08 = 0
Og 0 09 0
O'lo 0 010 0
a n 0 011 0
Q'12 0 012 0
«13 0 013 9.241424654
a 14 0 014 0
1
LO1 0 013 0
Note th a t, w ith  the exception of /J13, the  a ’s and /3’s representing the weights given to  words a t least 
seven words away from the  target word are all zero. This results in a som ewhat lower correlation 
(p =  0.135) but shows m ore clearly how m any words on either side should be considered, and in 
particular which words are m ost im portant.
5.2 M eth od  2
The com putations for th is  m ethod are alm ost th e  same as for th is previous one, and so carrying out 
the same procedure as before, except w ith  a second definition for C{-,-) (and hence resulting in a 
different values for L ( w j ) ,  it was determ ined th a t
Ql 4.2G7426595 ' 01 ' 6.086344261
OV -23.452749899 02 6.362087
a 3 78.7252G5793 03 31.211521366
Q’4 -89.860331925 04 -74.726901796
0-5 3.142762412 03 -11.128488823
Ctfj 33.033983855 06 10.055456547
a  7 44.723796365 07 -28.053220132
a 8 = 16.532423859 and 08 = 29.995182658
a-9 132.664225157 09 -82.70722728
C*10 27.275982936 010 -53.901787734
a n 60.28427415 011 1.614081505
O'12 -19.159254247 012 87.745034534
a  13 -98.348642333 013 -9.362075286
a n -83.792306761 014 -49.947864934
_ a 3 s 94.90174287 013 -14.201161828
resulting in a correlation of p =  0.177.
Sample values used for T are listed below along w ith the  corresponding correlations obtained be­
tween the counts resulting from using those values of T, and the  residual reaction tim es. N ote th a t 
the  graph below has a logarithmic- scale on the  horizontal axis.
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Again we plot th e  num ber of words w ith closeness values above T for each sample value of F used 
for the word “FO X .”
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As before, we list the  values for the  a ’s and P's th a t  were found if we require th a t they  all be 
non-negative.
Ql ' 133.511299037 ' Pi 70.428247643
a  2 0 p 2 0
a 3 111.631543391 P'S 220.652998319
Ql 4 0 Pa 0
f*5 0 p5 0
Cko 0 Pg 0
a 7 0 Pt 0
as = 0 and Ps = 0
O i) 0 Pg 0
QlO 0 P ag 0
a n 65.281726781 P n 0
a  1 2 0 Pl2 0
«13 0 Pis 0
a n 0 P u 0
«15 0 P15 0
resulting in a correlation of p =.151
5.3 W ord L ists
The following tables show a portion (truncated for space) of the vector Cj corresponding to  the  word 
“FO X ” created by m ethods one and two. for unrestricted param eter values, and for 11011-negative 
param eter values.
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W ord C(-, F O X )
1 PO TH U N TER S 0.00312129
2 BOBTAILED 0.00115299
3 DUNNER 0.00100157













17 CO N FU TIN G 0.00039016
18 T E R R IE R 0.00038737
19 STOLES 0.00036191
20 VULPINE 0.00035702
21 HAEM OPHILIAC 0.00035648
22 CIVETS 0.00035446








31 M EETINGHOUSE 0.00025968
32 LAMBED 0.00025769
33 M ARTEN 0.00025105





39 FE R R E T E D 0.00023147






T ab le  5
M eth o d  1 (u n restr ic ted  p a ra m eters)
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W ord C(-, FO X )
1 FOX 98.6075
2 H UNTING 14.3291
3 R A B B IT 12.9999
4 GRANNY 9.91241
5 R E PO R T 4.57779
G HOUNDS 2.40G43
7 DEN 2.33911
8 TE R R IE R 2.25185









18 PU N Y 0.694983
19 GRAY 0.675644
2 0 CAT 0.570736
21 J 0.48122G
22 SILVER 0.468844
23 JO H N 0.463265
24 TAIL 0.440349
25 A RCTIC 0.405998
26 H A RE 0.400158
27 RUN 0.391274
28 G EO R G E 0.369317
29 T E R R IER S 0.368737
30 CHARLES 0.353435




35 C O Y O TE 0.332008
3G H U N TERS 0.32G509









T a b le  6
M e th o d  1 (n o n -n eg a tiv e  p a ra m eters)
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W ord C (-.F O X )
1 FOX 17.0912319
2 LISTEN IN G 6.03084833
3 R A B B IT 2.45009877
4 GRANNY 1.68449824
5 H UNTING 1.59464408
G W O LF 1.55850516










17 T E R R IE R 0.30385624
18 F 0.29728001
19 JIM M Y 0.23424371
2 0 CAT 0.230771
21 P E T E R 0.22606244
22 G REEN 0.22453524
23 JO H N N Y 0.21681638
24 FO R E ST 0.2154679
25 H A RE 0.20547197
26 ANIMAL 0.20438108
27 BEA R 0.20153998
28 NEW S 0.19683047
29 A RCTIC 0.19077933
30 DOGS 0.18210641




35 TH O U 0.13489725
36 W OODS 0.13478824
37 CHASE 0.13050372
38 PU N Y 0.13043939
39 D E E R 0.1287757
40 EY E 0.11506181
41 HOLLER 0.11356547
42 T E R R IER S 0.11309214
43 G R EY 0.11199055
44 HORSE 0.10460316
45 TRA IL 0.10313956
T a b le  7
M e th o d  2 (u n restr ic ted  p a ra m eters)
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W o rd C(-, F O X )
1 FOX 184.4




6 R E PO R T 8.6958
7 W OLF 6.64404
8 RED 4.65964
9 HOUNDS 4.60654
1 0 DEN 4.25852
11 TERRIER. 4.09184








2 0 CUNNING 1.57015
21 SILVER 1.49971
2 2 CAT 1.4836
23 JOHN 1.44982
24 P E T E R 1.37018
25 ARCTIC 1.33559
26 HOLE 1.25425
27 G EO RG E 1.22209
28 CHARLES 1.21467
29 BEAR 1.04627
30 FARM ER 0.983427
31 FOXES 0.932249
32 SO RTER 0.930769
33 RUN 0.89309










44 CO Y O TE 0.719526
45 TER R IER S 0.656329
T a b le  8
M e th o d  2 (n o n -n eg a tiv e  p a ra m eters)
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Wo find tlie  lists generated by m ethod 2 much more satisfactory because' they contain fewer words 
of extrem ely low frequency, yet they do not contain words of extrem ely high frequency either. The 
extrem ely low frequency words are uninteresting because of the  lack of d a ta  011 them, whereas 
the extrem ely high frequency words will appear near many, m any other words, and so are also 
uninteresting.
6 G lobal C o-occurrence
Global co-occurrence is a m easure of the sim ilarity of two words. For example, we th ink  of the  
word C A R  as similar to  the  word A U TO M O B ILE .  These words can often be used interchangeably 
w ithout changing the m eaning of the  sentence. In o ther words CAR. can often be substitu ted  for 
A U T O M O B IL E  w ithout changing any other p a rts  of the  sentence, and th e  meaning will rem ain the 
same. As a result, both  words should have sim ilar sets of neighbours, and the  word pair should have 
a large global co-occurrence value.
If we look at the  optim al param eter values com puted for local co-occurrence when all param eters 
were required to  be 11011-negative (equations 2 and 3), we notice th a t there  are two non-zero values 
separated from the  others (specifically a n  and A13 from m ethods two and one, respectively). We 
also notice th a t these values are smaller th an  the  others. So if we disregard them , then all values for 
the  a ’s and /3’s obtained earlier (when we required th a t th ey  all be non-negative) were only non-zero 
for aj and 3j when i , j  <  6 . This result seems to  indicate th a t words th a t are further th a n  six 
words away are not relevant. Therefore, m aybe fifteen words on either side ju s t created excessive 
d a ta  and com putations because only six words on either side are im portan t. So, taking th is  into 
consideration, we make the following definition.
D efin it io n  9: Set a-i =  ... =  ag =  /?i =  ••• =  A; =  1 and I = u = 6 . Now define the adjusted ratio  
for Wj and Wj to  be
f l i W i . W j ) )/c)
El = i MWn-.Wj
(where c is the same as the  c in definition 6 ) and let the  ratio  vector for Wj be
R(u>i, W j)
R j =
R ( w lw ,.w.
We realize th a t the  a ’s and [Ts were chosen ra ther arb itrarily  here (ra ther than , say, using an­
other optim ization scheme). This was simply a first a ttem p t at a definition of global co-occurrence.
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Since the  word lists returned looked reasonable1 we stuck w ith th is definition. Of course many 
different optim ization schemes and definitions could be tried, unfortunately  each one requires a re­
calculation of the  03941*03941 global co-occurrence values, i.e. one for each word pair. Now, one 
might expect th a t, if w, = C A R ,  Wj =  A U T O M O B I L E ,  and 9 j is the  angle between R ,  and 
R j ,  then  cos(0]) ~  1. Furtherm ore, if ug and v>i are very different (they never occur in the  same 
context), then their groups of neighbours would be expected to  be very different from each other, 
and cos($2 ) ~  0 (where 62 is the angle between R /, and Ri ) .  Since R j  ■ R j  =  | | i ? j | | | | i 2 7-|| c.os(0), then  
we are led to  the following definition.
D e f in it io n  10: The global co-occurrence of uy and Wj, denoted by G (w t,W j), is given as
\  R '< '
=  W m U \ \
i.e. the  cosine of the  angle between the  R  vectors.
T he top of the ordered word list th a t this definition produced for the w'ord “FOX’" is given below 
(further examples are given in the  appendix).
25
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W ord G(-, FO X )
1 FOX 1
2 GRANNY 0.710533







10 D UNNER 0.471741
11 T E R R IE R 0.466504
12 BUZZARD 0.459251
13 CO Y O TE 0.456798
14 COON 0.435597
15 HOUND 0.420026
16 W OLF 0.419287
17 HUNT 0.380243
18 POSSUM 0.379725
19 TER R IER S 0.377472
2 0 HARE 0.3724
21 VIXEN 0.370706









31 M ARTEN 0.330803
32 SLYEST 0.330165
33 P E T E R 0.327866
34 W ILINESS 0.32737









44 O TTER 0.304319
45 CUNNING 0.302499
T a b le  9
After calculating G(w{.Wj) for each of the  03941*63941=4,088,451.481 possibles word pairs, we carry 
out the same procedure for finding th e  best value for T th a t was used for local co-occurrence. T h a t
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1. Choose an arb itrary  value T (this tim e in the  range from 0 to  1, because no values can fall 
outside of this range).
2. For each word Wj count the  num ber of tr, such th a t G{wt ,Wj)  >  T. This creates a vector of 
counts, one number for each word.
3. C alculate the correlation between the  vector of residuals (the same one as used for local co­
occurrence) and the vector w ith th e  corresponding counts.
The results are tabled below for various cutoff values.
r R esid u a l C o rre la tio n F req u en cy  C orrela tion





















T a b le  10
For comparison, a column has been added for the  correlation of the  counts w ith  the reaction times. 
I t would appear th a t, perhaps not surprisingly, th a t frequency considerations and semantic consider­
ations have some overlap when it comes to  their effects related to  lexical decision tasks. W hereas the  
effects of frequency seem to work at almost any distance as indicated by th e  increasing correlation 
num bers in the table, sem antic effects m ust be clustered into smaller regions in order to  be effective 
(a cutoff of about .55 (~  57°) appears to  give the highest correlation). N ote th a t the  sign of the  
correlation num bers in the residual column are largely irrelevant because they  can be set by the  
experim enter (depending on w hether the  observed values are sub tracted  from th e  predicted, or vice 
versa).
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For easier viewing, a graph of the  above tab le  is included below (using a logarithm ic horizontal 
axis, and the absolute value of the  correlation values).
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Gam m a
As a result of calculating the global co-occurrence values, we now have a list, similar to  the one 
for “fox” given in Table 9, for each word in our dictionary. These lists have scores for each word w ith  
respect to  each o ther word. In order to  make a com parison w ith experim entally obtained lists from 
hum an test subjects we will reduce the  lists to  include only words of the' same type (e.g. the list 
for furniture  should only include words types of furniture, like chair , couch, and bed). Those words 
selected will be the  same as the words chosen by [2 1 ]. Of the  ten  categories included in th a t paper, 
only nine make sense here (the ten th , carpenters tool is two words), furniture, fruit, vehicle, weapon, 
vegetable, bird, sport, toy, and clothing. The lists we have for each of these words were- reduced to  
only include words th a t appeared in the  lists for these same words in [2 1 ]. T he top ten  from each 
list are tabled below.
+
~  i r
Residual C orrelation 0
Frequency C orrelation +
0  0  
+  V 0
+  0
i  A ^ + 0
+  t
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F U R N IT U R E F R U IT V E H IC L E
TABLE 0.341145 MANGO 0.472501 BICYCLE 0.39705
PIC T U R E 0.319169 BANANA 0.457709 AUTOM OBILE 0.353696
BED 0.314581 PEACH 0.445429 BIKE 0.32398
BOOKCASE 0.30574 O RANGE 0.431297 CARRIAGE 0.323622
DRA PES 0.297726 G RA PES 0.416269 TR A C TO R 0.317451
CLOSET 0.292862 PO M EG RA N A TE 0.414735 JE E P 0.300083
CUPBOARD 0.286467 CHERRY 0.409425 WAGON 0.300057
DRESSER 0.284835 PEAR 0.402015 CART 0.295286
SOFA 0.27378 PLUM 0.383815 BOAT 0.281184
SHELF 0.261796 M ELON 0.362129 TRA IN 0.264994
W E A P O N V E G E T A B L E B IR D
SWORD 0.505766 GARLIC 0.314768 GOLDFINCH 0.450502
GUN 0.467182 ONIONS 0.311338 HAWK 0.447492
REVOLVER 0.444134 RICE 0.298903 DOVE 0.437742
D AGGER 0.436416 TOM ATO 0.296686 LARK 0.405463
R IFLE 0.435374 CELERY 0.288912 VULTURE 0.383666
AXE 0.431077 SPINACH 0.283805 PA RRO T 0.371997
HAND 0.431006 PEA N U T 0.281323 PEACOCK 0.348162
PISTO L 0.427778 PARSLEY 0.278971 SWALLOW 0.344791
SPEA R 0.424565 POTATO 0.274228 CANARY 0.344536
K N IFE 0.411669 ASPARAGUS 0.269368 CROW 0.338922
S P O R T T O Y C L O T H IN G
JU D O 0.630536 GAM E 0.27649 DRESS 0.470828
BASKETBALL 0.536985 BALL 0.246343 SUIT 0.43573
GYM NASTICS 0.412853 GUN 0.236251 SHOES 0.393461
BADM INTON 0.368678 BALLOON 0.230774 BOOTS 0.382422
HOCKEY 0.366542 CAR 0.229856 JA C K E T 0.355814
BOXING 0.363254 HORSE 0.224751 SOCKS 0.336969
VOLLEYBALL 0.299986 MARBLES 0.223178 GLOVES 0.326462
LACROSSE 0.286031 CARDS 0.220815 SANDALS 0.325635
SQUASH 0.281204 TRAIN 0.212097 COAT 0.305305
ARCHERY 0.268235 BOAT 0.202761 SKIRT 0.300194
T a b le  11
For comparison, here is table w ith the  top  ten  from the  original lists (from [21]).
29
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F U R N I T U R E F R U I T V E H IC L E
CHAIR 1.04 ORANGE 1.07 AUTOM OBILE 1.02
SOFA 1.04 A PPLE 1.08 STATION WAGON 1.14
COUCH 1.1 BANANA 1.15 TRUCK 1.17
TABLE 1.1 PEACH 1.17 CAR 1.24
EA SY  CHAIR 1.33 PEA R 1.18 BUS 1.27
D RESSER 1.37 A PR IC O T 1.36 TAXI 1.27
RO CK IN G  CHAIR 1.37 TANGERINE 1.36 JE E P 1.35
C O F F E  TABLE 1.38 PLUM 1.37 AM BULANCE 1.62
R O CK ER 1.42 GRAPES 1.38 M OTORCYCLE 1.65
LOVE SEAT 1.44 NECTARINE 1.52 STR EETC A R 1.9
W E A P O N V E G E T A B L E B IR D
GUN 1.03 PEA 1.07 ROBIN 1.02
PISTO L 1.07 CA RRO T 1.15 SPARROW 1.18
REVOLVER 1.09 G REEN  BEANS 1.18 BLUEJAY 1.29
M ACHINE GUN 1.16 STRING BEANS 1.21 BLUBIRD 1.31
R IFLE 1.17 SPINACH 1.22 CANARY 1.42
SW ITCHBLADE 1.35 BROCCOLI 1.28 BLACKBIRD 1.43
K N IFE 1.4 ASPARAGUS 1.41 DOVE 1.46
D AGGER 1.41 CORN 1.55 LARK 1.47
SHOTGUN 1.46 CA U LIFLO W ER 1.62 SWALLOW 1.52
SW ORD 1.47 BUSSELS SPRO U TS 1.72 PA RA K EET 1.53
S P O R T T O Y C L O T H IN G
FOOTBALL 1.03 DOLL 1.41 PANTS 1.12
BASEBALL 1.05 T O P 1.48 SHIRT 1.14
BASKETBALL 1.12 JA CK -IN -TH E-BO X 1.61 DRESS 1.14
TENNIS 1.15 TOY SOLDIER 1.61 SKIRT 1.21
SOFTBALL 1.2 YO-YO 1.62 BLOUSE 1.27
CANOEING 1.41 BLOCK 1.63 SUIT 1.45
HANDBALL 1.42 MARBLES 1.74 SLACKS 1.49
RUGBY 1.43 RA TTLE 1.7 JA C K ET 1.68
HOCKEY 1.44 STU FFED  ANIMAL 1.87 COAT 1.88
ICE HOCKEY 1.45 WATER. PISTO L 1.88 SW EATER 1.89
T a b le  12
These lists, for the most part,, appear to  be a have a reasonable ordering. W ords one m ight expect 
to  be near the top  tend to  be there. For exam ple, the  top four words in the  furniture  list are table, 
picture, bed and bookcase, whereas the bo ttom  four (not shown) are ashtray, hassock:, ottoman  and 
wastebasket (excluding multiword items, e.g. sewing machine). However, there  are a few words out 
of place. For example, the  bird list looks good except for the top  en try  which is goldfinch, sim ilarly  
for the sport list which has a top  en try  of judo. But for the most part the lists look reasonable.
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To evaluate just how reasonable these' lists are (i.e. com pare our to  results to  those obtained 
from test using hum an subjects), we decided to  com pare our lists to  those given in [2 1 ], which also 
contains lists of words ordered by score. Since they  have lower scores representing closer words, and 
we have higher scores representing closer words, we would like to  see a strongly negative correlation 
between the two (i.e. a correlation close to  -1 ), as well as a strongly positive correlation (close to  
+ 1 ) if a rank order correlation is used. U nfortunately, in spite of the  prom ising appearance of our 
lists, they  are not strongly negatively correlated, nor does the rank order correlation show a strong  
positive correlation, as th e  following table shows.
W ord C o rre la tion R a n k  O rder  
C o rre la tio n
FU R N ITU R E 0.140884 -0.081300
FR U IT -0.143318 0.245792
VEHICLE -0.435061 0.465738
W EA PO N -0.168386 0.151153
VEGETABLE 0.035220 0.019412
BIRD -0.107416 0.104098
SPO RT -0.384190 0.475862
TOY 0.204575 -0.214448
CLOTHING -0.416236 0.434416
T a b le  13
7 Sum m ary
We have presented two possible ways of m easuring local co-occurrence, bo th  of which show' some 
correlation (a m axim um  of about .174 and .177) to  reaction tim es independent of word frequency. 
Although the correlation values for bo th  m ethods are almost the  same, the list of related words 
obtained for m ethod two is probably more satisfactory. Looking at the  lists for “fox” given earlier, 
one notices th a t they bo th  contain words th a t m ight be considered to  locally co-occur w ith “fox,” 
but many of the  words obtained using m ethod one have very low frequencies. So th e  advantage of 
using m ethod two, is th a t it gives less weight to  such words, and so words th a t appear around “fox” 
more often wall appear higher in the  list.
In finding the  optim al param eters for the local co-occurrence m easurem ents we came to  th e  
conclusion (based on the  particu lar lexical test we were using) th a t a window size of twelve is 
all th a t is necessary, anything larger provides m inim al additional inform ation. We took th is  into 
account when constructing a m easure for global co-occurrence (by using a window size of twelve). 
This resulted in a maxim um  correlation of about .173, again independent of w'ord frequency.
The calculation for global co-occurrence produces some seemingly good lists (examples appear 
in the appendix), but we have found no evidence th a t these lists will com pare favourably to  those 
th a t would be selected by humans, or th a t they  can predict hum an reaction times.
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A p p en d ix  I
The expression derived earlier for p(x) th a t we wished to  maximize is
p{x)
T  C X
V x T A x
Let us consider the slightly more general problem of maximizing
dX x  +  e
f i x )  — ---- :---- '------------------
(x1'A x  +  bT x  + c)k
where x  =  (izq, . . . , x n ).
F irst we find the  partial derivative of f  w ith respect to  ay.
d f  _  (Lj[xT A x  + bTx  +  c.)k -  k ( x T A x  + bT x  + c)k~ 1(2 aimx m +  bi )(dT x  +  e)
dxj (xT A x  +  bT x  + c)2k
Now, if M - — 0 then’ OXj
di (x TA x  + bT x  + c) = k (d T x  +  e)(6,: +  2 ^  aimx m )
rn
which gives the  following set of equations
dt (xT A x  + bTx  +  c) =  k(dT x  + e) (bi +  2 ^  a lmx rn)
rn
dn (xr A x  + bTx  + c) =  k(dT x  + e)(bn +  2 ^  anrnx m )
m
Dividing each equation by equation i yields
d i { b \  2 ' y   ̂( l l n i ^ r n  ) ~  d \  ( b j  +  2 y   ̂(liTii %'m )
m  rn
d j { b j —i +  2 y   ̂cq_-pmj 'm ) =  d i ^ \  +  2 y  ^
m  i n
d j { b i -\-1 -b 2 y  ^ ( i j + i . m X m ) =  d j + i  (bj  H~ 2 o irnx 7rl)
m
d j ( b n  -\~ ^ y  ] (Lnrn.Xm ) ' d n ( b j  +  2 ^   ̂d i m  3-:rn )
rn rn
Rearranging the term s we get
y  J d.7a i m  d \ ( i i 1i , ' ) x7u — T y i d i b j  d j b \ )
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'y ' (djCtj— j i W  d , .  |  (i, m j  . i in —  ^ ( d ’i —ib i  d/h) — \ )
7 n
y  ' (d/Q/r i ,,,, — — (^7+1 bj djbj+i)
y  ' (djg/rljl dnairn) z nl  ̂ dl,,bi d,hn )
m
which is a system of equations, and can be w ritten  as





d7Ci7 — 1,1 dj — 1 Gjl . . . djClj — 1,77, dj — ] Qj777 Xi-1 1 dj—̂ b j — d ,b j - 1
h,<2;+i,i — dj+ in n  . . .  dja.j+\%1, — di+\<ijn 23+1 ~  2 d,+\bj — djbj+1
(ii U77 ] 7/,, G / [ . . . d/ 77 7, 7, dji 77 , ii 2'77, dnbj d,bn
Since the vector b is a zero vector in our problem, then the  right side reduces to  a zero vector. So we 
are left w ith a system  of n  — 1 linear equation in n  unknowns. Therefore, if each of these equations 
is independent, and a solution exists, then  the set of all solutions can be represented by a line in R n . 
This form of a solution is supported by the results obtained by using Microsoft Excel to  find th e  
optim al values. We found th a t providing different starting  points would result in different answers, 
but they were all scaler m ultiples of each other. This should not be surprising because' it is not th e  
absolute weights th a t m atte r, but ra ther the  relative values of the  weights to  each other.
So if we have an optim al solution x * , then  any optim al solution can be written as k.r*. k > 0. 
One can see th a t the  absolute; value of p rem ains the same by substitu ting  kx* for x. i.e.
cT kx*
\p{kx*;
^ k { x -
k
"Akx*
T  * C X
fe| v 7(x*)T Ax* 
= \P{*)\
Obviously, changing the sign of k changes the  result from a maxim um  to a mininum. or vice versa. 
Note th a t we only wish p to  be as far from zero as possible. We do not care w hether th e  correlation 
is positive or negative, only th a t there  is a strong correlation.
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A p p en d ix  II
The following tables display th e  top of the  global co-occurrence lists for nine different words.
36
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F U R N IT U R E F R U IT V E H IC L E
FU R N ITU R E 1 FR U IT 1 VEHICLE 1
FURNISHINGS 0.563027 FRUITS 0.734962 VEHICLES 0.726792
C A R PETS 0.555849 VEGETABLES 0.578152 M OTOR 0.589328
AN TIQ U E 0.53097 R IPE 0.530596 CAR 0.588061
JEW ELLERY 0.477811 FRESH 0.530554 CARS 0.586544
HANGINGS 0.468717 A PPLES 0.52245 RACING 0.485705
MAHOGANY 0.467937 FLOW ERS 0.513663 NAMELY 0.472066
PIC TU R ES 0.459936 SALADS 0.498192 DRIVE 0.463492
FASHIONED 0.458545 BERRIES 0.496487 DRIVING 0.4478
TA PESTRIES 0.448116 MEAT 0.486423 OUTBOARD 0.401896
FURNISHED 0.446233 CEREALS 0.475524 BICYCLE 0.39705
ROOMS 0.438581 LEAVES 0.474519 CYCLE 0.392944
C A R PE T 0.437005 NUTS 0.473369 CYCLIST 0.391006
W OOD 0.435955 MANGO 0.472501 PR O PELLED 0.38841
BOUGHT 0.4342 DELICIOUS 0.472064 ROAD 0.377973
FLOORS 0.431903 PLANTED 0.469269 TYRES 0.373987
WALLS 0.431379 CITRUS 0.465883 TRUCK 0.370255
RUGS 0.4293 BLOSSOM 0.460038 THE 0.368397
FLOOR 0.429183 BANANA 0.457709 DRIVEN 0.367993
DECORATION 0.424739 HERBS 0.454823 BICYCLES 0.364321
PORCELAIN 0.423685 BRANCHES 0.453475 STATIONARY 0.363176
CLOTHING 0.421903 LUSCIOUS 0.451884 LORRY 0.359669
PIE C E 0.42141 TREES 0.446664 LORRIES 0.359501
ELEG A N T 0.419701 PEACH 0.445429 W HICH 0.355064
W OODW ORK 0.417696 PLA N TIN G 0.44485 A 0.354113
TAPESTRY 0.416725 SEEDS 0.442949 CYCLES 0.353698
CHAIRS 0.416188 FOLIAGE 0.440311 AU TO M O BILE 0.353696
DECORATED 0.411902 GROW 0.434813 PASSENGER 0.35312
ANTIQUES 0.410873 ORANGE 0.431297 SPEED 0.3488
AND 0.410497 DRIED 0.430767 A NOTHER 0.347648
ORNAM ENTS 0.409539 ORCHARD 0.429609 SENSORY 0.344878
LUXURIOUS 0.409084 BANANAS 0.428359 OF 0.344333
W ER E 0.406185 GARDEN 0.425132 AND 0.343863
EXPENSIVE 0.405604 BLOSSOMS 0.424425 IN 0.34219
PIECES 0.405089 BLOSSOMING 0.422811 SPEEDING 0.34078
PAINTED 0.404122 SHRUBS 0.422592 IS 0.339998
COLLECTION 0.403331 ABUNDANCE 0.421212 AS 0.339994
FIN E 0.402404 CHERRIES 0.419808 BEING 0.33817
BEDROOM 0.398998 FLOW ER 0.41816 O PER A TED 0.338109
COM FORTABLE 0.397766 STRAW BERRIES 0.416893 SCOOTERS 0.333203
W OODEN 0.396875 GRAPES 0.416269 TR A FFIC 0.332614
UPHOLSTERY 0.394425 POM EGRANATE 0.414735 GEAR 0.332074
DINING 0.393119 SALAD 0.413607 W HILST 0.331993
KITCHEN 0.393105 R IPEN 0.412801 FROM 0.331135
SHOP 0.392136 ROOTS 0.412456 TO 0.329767
A 0.391698 CHERRY 0.409425 FOR 0.328197
COVERED 0.390299 CAKES 0.406082 HAS 0.328038
T a b le  14
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W E A P O N V E G E T A B L E B IR D
W EA PO N 1 V EGETABLE 1 BIRD 1
SW ORD 0.505760 ANIMAL 0.477468 BIRDS 0.63309
GUN 0.467182 PLA N T 0.465368 FLEW 0.583702
HIS 0.455571 M INERAL 0.464247 W INGS 0.570406
ENEM Y 0.452394 KINGDOM S 0.459338 N EST 0.554064
AND 0.449603 VEGETABLES 0.405476 CAGE 0.541176
REVOLVER 0.444134 OLIVE 0.380735 FLY 0.537735
A 0.444122 HUSBANDRY 0.369165 BEAK 0.506918
THEM 0.438605 TABLESPOONS 0.366388 LIKE 0.498988
A NOTHER 0.437123 FRESH 0.356657 SINGS 0.487361
HE 0.437008 VINEGAR 0.355603 W IN G ED 0.482159
TH E 0.436714 OIL 0.355572 M OCKING 0.481084
DAGGER 0.436416 SUNFLOW ER 0.347868 IN SEC T 0.472448
WAS 0.436067 FR U IT 0.342155 CAGED 0.472218
R IFLE 0.435374 SALAD 0.338636 BOW ER 0.465211
HIM 0.432958 CHICKEN 0.336069 SONG 0.463485
IT 0.432588 TABLESPOON 0.329328 L ITTLE 0.462228
THOUGH 0.432503 SAUCE 0.324729 FLU T T E R IN G 0.456735
BU T 0.431883 SESAME 0.324686 BEAST 0.456591
AXE 0.431077 DRIED 0.324665 R E P T IL E 0.455462
HAND 0.431006 ONION 0.323539 W ING 0.454993
W ITH 0.430551 TOM ATOES 0.320544 HUM M ING 0.453152
AS 0.429807 COOKED 0.319634 G O LDFINCH 0.450502
SHOT 0.428699 MIX 0.318423 HAWK 0.447492
PISTOL 0.427778 HERBS 0.316659 FLOW N 0.446505
MAN 0.42518 GARLIC 0.314768 SINGING 0.443639
SPEAR 0.424565 SLICED 0.311449 FEA TH ERS 0.441297
W EAPONS 0.422791 ONIONS 0.311338 DOVE 0.437742
W HICH 0.421672 M USHROOMS 0.308768 PR E Y 0.43697
PO W ER FU L 0.420143 POTATOES 0.307626 FL U T T E R E D 0.434458
O UT 0.419993 IN G RED IEN TS 0.307101 BU TTER FLY 0.432898
TH EY 0.419912 ADD 0.306967 AND 0.432088
THAT 0.418083 LINSEED 0.304597 SOARING 0.430966
THEN 0.418033 M EAT 0.304002 PER C H 0.429882
ATTACK 0.417959 SEASONING 0.303464 A 0.427526
NOW 0.416356 FOODS 0.300145 WILD 0.422579
CARRIED 0.41274 RICE 0.298903 FLIG H T 0.421793
HAD 0.412576 FLAVOURED 0.297271 PLUM AGE 0.421738
HIM SELF 0.412487 TOM ATO 0.296686 FL U T T E R 0.420816
Y ET 0.412461 SALADS 0.296641 FLYING 0.420535
K NIFE 0.411669 C H O PPED 0.294657 SW O O PED 0.418451
AGAIN 0.410083 CITRUS 0.291519 SAW 0.417105
OF 0.408527 HERB 0.291319 BEAUTIFUL 0.415305
BEEN 0.406311 M IXED 0.289864 A N O TH ER 0.412511
INSTEAD 0.406043 SEEDS 0.289795 PARADISE 0.411531
WAY 0.40509 CRUDE 0.289235 TH E 0.410413
ONE 0.404856 CELERY 0.288912 SEEN 0.408374
T a b le  15
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S P O R T T O Y C L O T H IN G
SPO R T 1 TOY 1 CLOTHING 1
EQUITATION 0.G4900G CUDDLY 0.45375 CLOTHES 0.63998
JU D O 0.G3053G TOYS 0.449128 GARM ENTS 0.526463
BOBSLEIGHING 0.612945 LIT T L E 0.394392 FOOD 0.488499
SPEEDWAY 0.594125 LIKE 0.383828 DRESS 0.470828
BASKETBALL 0.536985 SHOP 0.381978 SUPPLIES 0.447389
ATHLETICS 0.457181 A 0.376407 AND 0.440878
M ID RIFFS 0.425927 BIG 0.374132 G A RM EN T 0.440221
RECREA TIO N 0.42474G AND 0.365184 W ORN 0.437427
GYMNASTICS 0.412853 BOY 0.364651 SUIT 0.43573
SPECTA TO R 0.375187 A N O TH ER 0.357019 O U T FIT 0.431612
BADM INTON 0.368678 THEM 0.351017 UNIFORM 0.425702
HOCKEY 0.366542 NOW 0.350661 LINEN 0.42525
W EEK EN D 0.363345 WAS 0.348639 SHELTER 0.423497
BOXING 0.363254 W ITH 0.348403 FU R N ITU R E 0.421903
SPORTS 0.357827 JU ST 0.348045 W EAR 0.421757
CATEGORIZATION 0.34618 TH E 0.347198 FO O T W E A R 0.415431
SNOOKER 0.340767 IT 0.340991 SOILED 0.412175
FR 0.331438 STARTED 0.340815 THEM 0.412067
SPOIL 0.326627 INSTEAD 0.340002 SUITS 0.410644
PSYCHOLOGIST 0.325847 DOLLS 0.339885 W ER E 0.410067
SU BJECT 0.302849 TH EY 0.338583 COSTUM E 0.409127
VOLLEYBALL 0.299986 W HEN 0.337889 REM OVED 0.40878
TEASER 0.29997 O U T 0.337765 DRESSES 0.407554
NEW S 0.299821 BUT 0.337371 A PPA REL 0.406492
SPORTING 0.299079 P R E T T Y 0.336554 TH EY 0.404-563
DIVERS 0.297949 CALLED 0.336012 EX PEN SIV E 0.403977
GLAM ORIZING 0.295121 ONE 0.335794 CLOTH 0.401037
DROGUES 0.291933 TIN Y 0.335087 JEW ELLERY 0.400725
APICULTURE 0.290091 TH EN 0.334776 A 0.39874
FORUMS 0.290047 HE 0.334567 SOME 0.3967
LACROSSE 0.286031 WAY 0.334303 TH E 0.395436
TOREADORS 0.283772 TH O U G H T 0.333012 SHOES 0.393461
SQUASH 0.281204 AS 0.332837 W HICH 0.392629
MOBILES 0.280221 W HILE 0.332438 FASHION 0.392533
CYCLING 0.278764 W E R E 0.332156 W ITH 0.392152
AMATEUR 0.27768 TH ER E 0.331522 OF 0.390944
BULLFIGHTING 0.277404 SO 0.329073 THEIR 0.388708
HOBBIES 0.276727 AGAIN 0.328932 BEDDING 0.388171
CANONIZING 0.2724 THOUGH 0.328877 IN 0.38793
MODERATION 0.27233 SOME 0.328404 INSTEAD 0.387233
RALLYING 0.272248 W H ERE 0.327623 SCANTY 0.386862
PSYCHOLOGY 0.271924 W EN T 0.327578 BESIDES 0.385105
OLYMPICS 0.270506 SAW 0.326773 SUPPLIED 0.384831
RAPHAEL 0.269192 IN 0.325743 FOUND 0.384113
ARCHERY 0.268235 GIRL 0.325263 BOOTS 0.382422
MINIS 0.267815 ALWAYS 0.325122 CARRYING 0.381897
T a b le  16
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A p p en d ix  III
The following is taken from h ttp ://w w w .artsc i.w u stl.ed u / dbalota/lexicallexicaLdecision.decision.html. 
The reaction tim e data collected from th a t experim ent was used as the  reaction tim e values in th is 
paper.
Participants
T hirty  younger adults (mean age: 21.1) were recruited from the undergraduate student popula­
tion a t W ashington University. T h irty  older adults (m ean age 73.G) were recruited from W ashington 
U niversity’s Aging and Development Subject Pool. All individuals were paid $40.00 for their p ar­
ticipation.
Apparatus
Several different IBM com patible com puters were used to  control the display of stim uli and to  
collect response latencies to  the  nearest millisecond. The stim uli were displayed on a 14 inch color 
m onitor in 40 column m ode in w hite on a black background.
Materials
The stim uli for the lexical decision task  consisted of 2,906 monosyllabic words and an equal 
num ber of length-m atched monosyllabic non-words. The words ranged in frequency from 0 to  69,971 
counts per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967), and from 2 to  8 letters in length.
Procedure
For the lexical decision task, each individual partic ipated  in two experim ental sessions th a t took 
place on separate days w ithin a one-week period, w ith half the  stim uli presented in each session. 
Each tria l consisted of the  following sequence of events: (a) a fixation point (+ ) presented in the  
center of the  com puter screen for 400 ms, (b) a blank screen for 200 ms, (c) the LD T stim ulus 
appeared centered at fixation until a response was made. Subjects pressed the “/ ” key for words 
and the “z” key for non-words on the  keyboard. The fixation point appeared 1,200 ms after a correct 
response was made and 2,700 ms after an incorrect response.
The stimuli were organized in 10 blocks of tria ls (Blocks 1-9 =  600 stim uli/block; block 10 =  
412). Blocks were counterbalanced across subjects in a Latin Square design to  control for list order 
effects. Trials w ithin each block were random ly presented, w ith the constrain ts th a t there were an 
equal number of words and non-words, and the  length of words and non-words was equated. P a rtic ­
ipants were given the opportun ity  to  take a break between each of the blocks and 2 breaks w ithin 
each block. Each session began w ith 20 practice trials.
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T  = Ti [ J  T ,  y  . . .  [ J  ( J  Tn =  ( t l , . . . .  t m )
f g ( w i) =  |{& I t k  =  W t }\ .
4. Interval:
i + u j
5. Local Frequency:
6. Neighbourhood:
f l ( W i , W j )  =  { m  \ ( wj  =  t,m ) A ( t m  £  I k ) A ( t k =  Wj )  }|
N w, =  {t.j | t j  e  Ik a  t k = Wj}
7. Power:
I I T |-m
p ( W j . W j )  - ^  O,,  ^  '  S ( t ri2 — W j  A G n + n o  =  !i' J ‘  ̂a z r- Ivi+ri>)
11 j = 1 7/2 = 1
m
+  ^  / 3 n i  ^  < + n 2 - m  =  W j  A t „ 2  =  W j  A t „ 2  £
77 i  =  l  7? 2 = 7 / 1  +  !
, r , , f 1 if x  is tru e  
where d(x) = < ( ,' 7 0 if x  is false'
8. Closeness:
C l (wj ,wj
p ( W j . W j )
C^(wj , Wj )  = 
C  represents either C 1 or C 2
C
f gMf gi Wj )  
f l ( w ,  ,  W j  )   ^  )  /  c  )
J 2 j  f l ( W j , W j )
C(ivi ,Wj )
C ( w \ W \,V!j
p ( w u W j ) e ~
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9. Local Co-Occurrence:
| H ' j
L (wj)  = J 2 C t w" w:i) = ( X ] 4 ? cL ) « i+ - - - + ( X ! 4 7 CL )Q/ +  ( X ] 4 r c^ ) ^ + - - -  +  ( 5 Z aL " cu)A ,
i=l i / i i
L(wi )
L ( W )  =
10. Linguistic Map: M  : W
M (W ) -
L { wn)
M{ w \ )
M ( w v )
11. W ord List: W  — { w C W
12. Correlation:
13. L-neighborhood size: L e  R
P =
C O V ( M ( W ) , L ( W) )
(JM ( W ) (JL( W)
- T )
14. A djusted Ratio:
R(;wt ,W j ) =
p{w i,w :1
E „ = iP ( « W
f l { W i , W ,
EnL'l f l { W n ; W j
(where c is the  same as the c in definition G)
R j  =
R ( w u w:j)
R(w\ w\ , Wj )
15. Global Co-Occurrence:
G(wj ,Wj )  = Rj  ■ Rj
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